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By Rachel Cooke

Harper Perennial. Paperback. Condition: New. An exuberant group biographya splendidly various
collection of brief lives written with both gusto and sensitivity (The Guardian)that follows ten women
in 1950s Britain whose pioneering lives paved the way for feminism and laid the foundation of
modern womens success. In Her Brilliant Career, Rachel Cooke goes back in time to offer an
entertaining and iconoclastic look at ten women in the 1950spioneers whose professional careers
and complicated private lives helped to create the opportunities available to todays women. These
plucky and ambitious individualsamong them a film director, a cook, an architect, an editor, an
archaeologist, a race car driverleft the house, discovered the bliss of work, and ushered in the era of
the working woman. Daring and independent, these remarkable unsung heroineswhose obscurity
makes their accomplishments all the more astonishing and relevant loved passionately, challenged
mens control, made their own mistakes, and took life on their own terms, breaking new ground and
offering inspiration. Their individual portraits gradually form a landscape of 1950s culture, and
womens uniqueand rapidly evolvingrole. Before there could be a Danica Patrick, there had to be a
Sheila van Damm; before there was Barbara Walters, there was Nancy Spain; before...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook will be worth acquiring. It is actually writter in basic phrases instead of hard to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Tr ysta n Yundt-- Tr ysta n Yundt

These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz
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